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Executive Summary 

Venezuela, like many developing countries, has had its share of oppression,           

rebellion, and conflict for generations. Accompanied with such conflicts the venezuelan           

government has violated its citizens human right. While Venezuela was thought decades            

ago to be a stable nation America and its allies have failed to realize the underlying issues                 

regarding the country and its political structure. The current structure, under the            1

progressively democratic leadership of Maduro, has run into some controversy regarding           

the treatment of humans and the upholding of basic human rights, especially those in              

political misalignment with Maduro’s agenda. Maduro has come under significant amounts           

of criticism for his recent actions regarding his policies against political demonstrators            

against his government. Numerous Venezuelans, specifically the young educated         

generation, has came out in Caracas to protest the government current law. country and              

the rights of its inhabitants, as well as the actions of the government itself. 

In general, it is extremely difficult to obtain current, up to date information             

regarding Venezuela and its political affairs due to Maduro’s current policies regarding free             

speech and the media. Over the last seventeen years, the Venezuelan government has             

nationalized media outlets for news and other current events. Since 1998, the percentage             

of newspapers and television shows independent of the government has dropped nearly            

1  Maduro’s Muzzle, The Economist, April 4, 2015, 
http://www.economist.com/news/americas/21647645-not-content-harassing-press-regime-ce
nsors-itself-maduros-muzzle 

http://www.economist.com/news/americas/21647645-not-content-harassing-press-regime-censors-itself-maduros-muzzle
http://www.economist.com/news/americas/21647645-not-content-harassing-press-regime-censors-itself-maduros-muzzle


40%. This relationship between the government and the serious control of the media             2

began when Chavez was still in power in 1998, and his influence is clearly seen today in                 

Maduro’s policies and behaviors. It specifically targeted the mediums of newspaper and            

television by limiting the amounts of available newsprint, and Maduro has imposed a fine              

on independent media outlets that are in anyway supportive of the opposition to his rule.               

Maduro has encouraged radio stations and television shows with government connections           

to buy out independent outlets of the same medium, so as to subtly silence these voices.                

Social media posts have also resulted in an unfair response from Maduro. Seven people              

were detained for tweets in 2014, and six still remain in jail. It has gotten to the point                  

where Maduro has even targeted comedians that speak negatively regarding the           

government, and the government has taken absurd measures to ensure these figures don’t             

perform. The government has gone so far as to cite some comedy clubs for “tax evasion” as                 

a reason to shut them down. These policies are directly influencing the lives of              

Venezuelans negatively, obviously by denying many of them free speech under a so-called             

democracy. Maduro deliberately withholds other important information regarding the         

status of the struggling country, such as the GDP or industrial production figures, which              

have not been published for months. Venezuela has also fallen victim to massive inflation,              

which is only inflaming the economic instability of the country. Maduro’s actions have also              

jeopardized the health of Venezuela, by concealing information regarding current diseases,           

such as the chikungunya, a mosquito borne illness from Africa. The authorities of             

Venezuela took five months to declare chikungunya a disease to the public. 

2  Maduro’s Muzzle, The Economist. 



All of these actions are being performed by Maduro to hide from his country the               

unstable and somewhat shady nature of his regime, often at the cost of basic rights and                

expectations of citizens within a society. An NGO with a focus on Human Rights called               

Public Space published a series of requests to Venezuela regarding the status of various              

human right-related issues, and only received one response. The self censorship Venezuela            

has taken a toll on the world’s view of the country, as has been evidenced by recent                 

international interference in Venezuelan affairs. Venezuela has gone to great lengths to             3

conceal its economic situation from both its citizens and the world.  

Before he died, Chavez created a law that essentially made inflation legal in             

Venezuela. It gave the government the power to arbitrarily change prices it found unfair.              4

In theory, this could help the government alter prices to eliminate the overpowering effect              

of monopolies on the economy, but instead gave the government an absurd amount of              

control over the ‘free’ market.  

Last year, these injustices reached a breaking point, finally instigating a reaction            

from Venezuela in January, 2014. The January Protests were in light of the year              

imprisonment of the leading opposing figures and their demands were to have them             

released. In February university students from Caracas started a mass protest too. The             

main subjects of the protests was the food shortage, rampant inflation and the military and               

police inability to stop crime. This naturally led to a series of violent clashes between the                

people and the government, which has resulted in 46 deaths over the course of two               

3 Maduro’s Muzzle, The Economist. 
4 Medieval Policies, The Economist,  http://www.economist.com/node/21526365. 



months. This left hundreds wounded, and left Venezuela in such a state of disarray that               5

many were further denied their basic rights to food and water, as well as access to                

hospitals. It became unsafe for children to go to school, denying them of their right to                

education as well. These violent outbreaks were usually attributed to left wing opposition             6

leaders, many of which have been detained for months and are important figures in the               

surrounding areas, such as mayor of the Caracas Metropolitan district Antonio Ledezma,            

former mayor of the Caracas Chacao municipality Leopoldo Lopez, and former mayor of             

San Cristobal city Daniel Ceballos. Also Maria Corina Machado, a former legislator was also             7

charged and jailed. In April, 2015, Spanish Parliament demanded that Maduro release these             

prisoners, to which Maduro responded, “There is a constant attack on Venezuela from             

Madrid that only seeks to spread fear and hate towards our socialist government,”             

essentially avoiding the accusation entirely, and instead told Spain to focus on their own              

governmental problems. Since these conflicts last year, Venezuelan life has dissolved into            8

a toxic cycle of shortages and abuses of governmental power. Inflation has reached a              

towering 68.5%, and some have attributed the drop in oil prices to be the root cause of the                  

economic distress Venezuela has been experiencing. These conditions have been          9

conducive to a series of alleged human rights violations within various parts of Venezuela.              

5 Dissent in Venezuela 
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/dissent-in-venezuela-maduro-regi
me-looks-on-borrowed-time-as-rising-public-anger-meets-political-repression-10070607.
html 
6 Maduro Slams Spain for Interfering in Domestic Affairs, 
http://venezuelanalysis.com/news/11339 
7 Maduro Slams Spain for Interfering in Domestic Affairs. 
8 Maduro Slams Spain for Interfering in Domestic Affairs. 
9 Dissent in Venezuela  



Last week, a 14 year old boy was allegedly shot in the head by a police officer in an                   

anti-government protest in San Cristobal. Though the officer was arrested, his fate is             10

uncertain. This type of conflict in the streets is extremely common, and the sounds of               

government employees in motorcycles rushing to yet another protest can be heard any day              

of the week.  

This conflict highlights a question that has haunted human rights violations for            

centuries: Are the people of Venezuela sufficient oppressed under their current           

governmental structure to warrant this kind of interference? Venezuela’s continuing trend           

of self-censorship does nothing to resolve these questions, as NGOs and other concerned             

nations look at the unfolding disasters and question what is really going on under Maduro’s               

lead,  why does protest continue? 

Historical Context: 

According to Arthur Schlesinger Jr, Kennedy administration adviser, “Venezuela is          

the model for Latin American progressive democracy.” Venezuela, as the United States            11

and many analysts say, is a stable nation, following the leadership of Hugo Chavez and his                

many reforms. However, it is evident today that Venezuela is no longer a stable nation, as                

dissent and opposition breed beneath the surface in response to Maduro and his recent              

policies. Norman Gall criticized academic writers for failing to analyze all aspects of the              

current situation in Venezuela, and “examine the underlying problems confronting the           

nation.” In order to understand the historical context of Venezuela and how it relates to               12

10 Dissent in Venezuela. 
11  Steve Ellner, Rethinking Venezuelan Politics: Class, Conflict, and the Chavez Phenomenon, 2008, 
51. 
12 Ellner, 55.  



the contemporary obstacles it faces, one must consider the role of petroleum in Venezuela’s              

economy and how the sale of oil critically affects all parts of Venezuelan life. According to                

Steve Ellner and Miguel Tinker Salas, “The rise of the oil industry influenced the formation               

of social classes, the petroleum workers movement, relations with the United States, and             

the alliances that developed between various classes.” Venezuela’s commodity was          13

indispensable for the United States, because, “relations between large foreign oil           

companies and the Venezuelan government after 1935 reflect the gradual process of            

change, framed by the concerns of the middle-class reformers to gain power and the              

convergence of geopolitical interests driven initially by fears of nationalism and           

subsequently by the determination to exclude the left.” The culmination of Carlos Andres             14

Perez’s interventionist policies of the 1970s was the ultimate squandering of much of             

Venezuela's oil revenue. The staggering decline of the oil prices and poor leadership             

throughout this time period caused widespread disenchantment and an increased          

performance of the democratic parties in the 1980s, but their efforts were ultimately             

jeopardized by the neoliberal model applied in 1989.   15

 The 1960s was the closing era to the Marcos Perez Jimenez dictatorship. Secretary             

of State John Foster Dulles, “had praised Venezuelan dictator Perez Jimenez and his             

openness toward foreign capital.” Rafael Caldera was the first democratically elected           16

president for the Committee of Independent Political Electoral Organization (COPEI) party.           

13 Venezuela: Hugo Chavez and the decline of an “Exceptional Democracy,” Edited by Steve Ellner 
and Miguel Tinker Salas, Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, INC, UK, 2007, 35. 
14 Venezuela: Hugo Chavez and the decline of an “Exceptional Democracy,” 52-53. 
15 Ellner, 86.  
16 Ellner, 51. 



The oil funds led to an overspending and an increase in external debts throughout the               

1970s and well into the 1980s. The economic turmoil of the 1970s and 1980s became               

political perils that led to the 1989 Caracazo riots and two attempts of coup d’état in 1992. 

 In 1992, a key figure in a coup attempt, also known as the “Bolivarian Revolution,”               

was Hugo Chavez. President Rafael Caldera in March 1994 pardoned and reinstated Hugo             

Chavez’s rights with a clean slate, which allowed Chavez to pursue political power. He              

aimed to build a movement on popular democracy, economic independence, equitable           

distribution of revenues, and an end to political corruption in Venezuela. While Chavez was              

unable to attain these lofty ideals for a struggling country, his chosen successor has done               

even worse. Nicolas Maduro and his administration are accused of corruption and            

economic disillusionment, as well as endless human rights violations and excessive           

violence.   17

 The disillusionment with democratic elected presidents paved the way for Chavez to            

become president in 1998. Chavez promised to “implement sweeping political reforms and            

expand political participation.” In 1999 Chavez instituted a Constituent Assembly to draft            18

the twenty-sixth Constitution of Venezuela. The current constitution is referred to by            

Chavez and his followers (Chavistas) as the “Bolivarian Constitution.” In Venezuela,           

Bolivarianismo is a set of political doctrines, heavily drawn from a variety of inspirations              

such as Simon Bolivar’s ideals, Marxist writing, and the tradition of cooperativism. Chavez             

closely allies his ideology with Bolivarianismo. In general, Venezuelans are referred to as             

17 Faith Karimi and Catherine E. Shoichet, Venezuela: What’s the Crisis About?, CNN, Feb. 21, 
2014, http://www.cnn.com/2014/02/20/world/americas/venezuela-qa/ 
18 Venezuela: Hugo Chavez and the decline of an “Exceptional Democracy,” 185. 



being pro or anti Bolivarianismo. When Maduro came into power, he attempted to             

continue Chavez’s ideology and Bolivarianism in Venezuela, despite a growing base of            

dissent against these ideas. 

News reports and political commentary highlighted the U.S. disillusionment with the           

Chavez administration. The Bush administration denied the allegations of their          19

involvement in the 2002 coup, yet the U.S. “continued to provide advice and financial              

support to many of Chavez’s opponents.” The U.S. has always had influence on             20

Venezuelan politics, similar to its hand in other Latin American nations, because the U.S.              

dictated the status of oil and its nationalization. The U.S. prevented the election of              

candidates whom they deemed perilous to their interest in oil. For instance in 1958,              

Wolfgang Larrazábal’s national coalition, which “included URD (Republican Democratic         

Union), independents, and the communist party…since it’s rhetoric appeared decidedly          

more radical than that of other parties, the United States did not want to see Larrazábal                

elected.” Rómulo Betancourt won the 1958 presidential election. In the U.S.’s attempt of             21

“pro-democratic” intervention, the “U.S. and oil companies were quick to recognize           

changing political conditions and position themselves to influence the outcomes…to ensure           

that they could continue extracting Venezuela’s oil.”  22

In 2002, the third coup attempt was aimed to overthrow Hugo Chavez. Opposers             

and supporters of Chavez demonstrated in protests resulting in a brief ousting of Chavez in               

2002. Yet this did not impede Chavez from being re-elected into office, and he survived the                

19 Venezuela: Hugo Chavez and the decline of an “Exceptional Democracy,” 185. 
20 Venezuela: Hugo Chavez and the decline of an “Exceptional Democracy,” 185. 
21 Venezuela: Hugo Chavez and the decline of an “Exceptional Democracy,” 52-53. 
22 Venezuela: Hugo Chavez and the decline of an “Exceptional Democracy,” 53-54.  



opposition and regained his former power. Chavez, “drove the country to the brink of              23

economic ruin. In the end he proceeded to murder those who opposed him, so as to                

reestablish democracy, liberty, justice and prosperity in Venezuela.” President Maduro          24

has similarly attempted this violent, excessive tactic, if only to “reestablish democracy,            

liberty, justice and prosperity in Venezuela,” through imprisonment of political oppositors.           

Maduro has not murdered his opposition outright, but has instead imprisoned them as             

political prisoners for acts of violence. In 2014, Venezuela entered an economic recession             

that resulted in declined food shortages, increases in inflation, and a rise in criminal              

violence. The disillusionment of democratic leaders, the burgeoning economic crisis,          

uncontrolled violence in the streets, and scarcity of basic goods due to federal policies were               

of the main causes for the 2014-2015 Venezuelan protests against the government. The             

2014 protests began with student demonstrators, and politicians have since joined the            

protests, which caught worldwide attention with the death of three oppositors. According            25

to the Associated Press, “Tensions have been running high...with the one-year anniversary            

of (the 2014) anti-government street protests that rocked the country and resulted in more              

than 40 deaths. The government arrested several other mayors and former mayors during             

last year's unrest, including Leopoldo Lopez, who is considered by human rights groups as              

Latin America's most high-profile political prisoner.” Maduro has also claimed to US            26

23 Faith Karimi and Catherine E. Shoichet, Venezuela: What’s the Crisis About?, CNN, Feb. 21, 
2014. 
24 Gregory Wilpert, Coup Against Chavez in Venezuela: The best international reports of what 
really happened in April 2002, Edited by Gregory Wilper, Instituto Municipal de Publicaciones de 
la Alcaldia de Caracas, Venezuela, April 2003. 37. 
25 Faith Karimi and Catherine E. Shoichet, Venezuela: What’s the Crisis About?, CNN, Feb. 21, 
2014. 
26 Eyder Peralta, Venezuela Arrests Major Opposition Figure, Claiming Coup Plot, NPR, Feb. 19, 
2014, 



intervention and assassination plot against him, just as Hugo Chavez did during his             

presidency. Leopoldo Lopez, an opposition leader in the 2014-2015 protests, was           27

imprisoned in 2014 on the account of attempting and inciting a coup d’état. President              28

Maduro also imprisoned Antonio Ledezma, a Caracas mayor, on the allegations of            

“impeding peace, security, and constitution.” According to CNN reporters Justice Minister           29

Miguel Rodriguez Torres, “Venezuelan state is illegally detaining students in the effort to             

put an end to the protests.”  30

Maduro also blamed the US for some of this dissent. He said, “I know the White                

House has given orders to destroy Venezuela and to remove me from power,” which he               

claims would have been done in an attempt to diverge the attention of the country’s               

dilemmas. According to the Economist, the “Bolivarian” regime, in power since 1999, has             31

created many difficult obstacles for independent media. By denying licenses, restricting           

supplies of newsprint, imposing fines on opposition run media and promoting buyouts of             

newspapers and broadcasters by groups with government links, Maduro has effectively           

silenced many of the independent voices that may speak out against him. This has been               

http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2015/02/19/387608598/venezuela-arrests-major-o
pposition-figure-claiming-coup-plot.  
27 Mariano Castillo and Ed Payne, Murder Charges Against Venezuela Opposition Leader Dropped, 
CNN, Feb. 20, 2014, 
http://www.cnn.com/2014/02/20/world/americas/venezuela-protests/index.html. 
28 Venezuela Denies Pinera and Pastrana access to Lopez in Jail, BBC, Jan. 25, 2015, 
http://www.bbc.com/news/worldlatinamerica30977027 
29 Eyder Peralta, Venezuela Arrests Major Opposition Figure, Claiming Coup Plot, NPR, Feb. 19, 
2014. 
30 Mariano Castillo and Ed Payne, Murder Charges Against Venezuela Opposition Leader Dropped, 
CNN, Feb. 20, 2014. 
31  Eyder Peralta, Venezuela Arrests Major Opposition Figure, Claiming Coup Plot, NPR, Feb. 19, 
2014. 



done in accordance to many of Chavez’ ideologies, so as to avoid “media hegemony.” Yet               32

Maduro uses the news media to his advantage to broadcast his justifications. He has              

nationally showed “bullet wounds sustained by government forces during protests and           

showed videos that he said depicted opposition protesters throwing stones and setting            

buses...If you don’t like Venezuela, leave.”  33

Venezuelans have abandoned their free speech within the news media and instead            

turned to social media. Although social media is a global tool to communicate, Maduro              

attempts to self-censor the country in order to hide the current status of the nation.               

According to chief prosecutor, Luis Ortega Diaz, “social media should be regulated due to              

Venezuelans turning to social media for news.” Maduro has turned to self-censorship, in             34

order to make it difficult for many people, including Venezuelans, from reading and             

understanding Venezuela’s current political and economic circumstances. Thus Nicolas         

Maduro and the Venezuelan government imprison political oppositors as scapegoats to           

redirect the attention from the country’s current status, and the outcries of legitimate             

grievances by Venezuelans, to the attention of a false conspiracy coup. Even to this day,               

leading opposition figures continue to call on supporters to pressure the government.            35

However, human rights groups have warned protesters from the dangers of the state             

turning these protests into persecution of political opponents, as it has done for leading              

32 Maduro’s Muzzle, The Economist, April 4, 2015, 
http://www.economist.com/news/americas/21647645-not-content-harassing-press-regime-ce
nsors-itself-maduros-muzzle 
33  Faith Karimi and Catherine E. Shoichet, Venezuela: What’s the Crisis About?, CNN, Feb. 21, 
2014. 
34 Maduro’s Muzzle, The Economist, April 4, 2015. 
35 Faith Karimi and Catherine E. Shoichet, Venezuela: What’s the Crisis About?, CNN, Feb. 21, 
2014. 

http://www.economist.com/news/americas/21647645-not-content-harassing-press-regime-censors-itself-maduros-muzzle
http://www.economist.com/news/americas/21647645-not-content-harassing-press-regime-censors-itself-maduros-muzzle


opposing figures. Currently, in Venezuela the police and military has failed to keeping the              36

streets safe. Venezuela is currently the second highest murder rate in the world with 53.7               

per 100,000 dying a year. However, there is another group of people who could be               

attributing to this number, a biker gang, the Colectivos.  37

The colectivos in Venezuela are a community organization of peacemakers in           

Venezuela that support the Venezuelan government but, instead they have been known to             

ride around Caracas intimidating, beating, and including murder of political opposition.           

Colectivos are also known to be, allegedly, hired by the government to spread fear and               

confusion. Yet they, go around the city stirring up violence during protests. A subsect group               

of the colectivos are the Tupamaro, a revolutionary movement of the far left Marxist              

political party and is one of the most prominent colectivos, in Venezuela. Maduro has              

publicly defended the Tupamaros in a news broadcast from their actions and has             

redirected the problem in Venezuela being the opposition for their violent protests. The             

colectivos have been described as the gangsters and hitmen of the Maduro government.  

Analysis 

 In the first half of the 20th century, the world witnessed two world wars. Both wars                

resulted in heinous acts of violence and massive amounts of death and destruction all              

around the world. Cities were destroyed, families were broken, countries were redrawn,            

and millions died. The world was undoubtedly changed forever as a result of these              

36 Mariano Castillo and Ed Payne, Murder Charges Against Venezuela Opposition Leader Dropped, 
CNN, Feb. 20, 2014 
37 "Behind the Protests in Caracas: Venezuela Rising." YouTube. YouTube, n.d. Web. 10 May 
2015. 



conflicts, and the organizations and resolutions that emerged from it would affect the             

political landscape of the world for the rest of the century. 

Within weeks, the allied powers U.S, France, Britain, Soviet Union decided that the             

war crimes in the Holocaust could not go unpunished. As a result, twenty-two nazi              38

German military officers were put on trial. This trial became known as the Nuremberg trial.               

The trial’s goal were to seek justice for the victims of Nazi regime, as well as to demonstrate                  

to the world that this kind of genocidal and violent behavior will not be tolerated. 

A by-product of the war and the trial was the formulation of the United Nations and                

the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948. The purpose of this               

document was, as stated, to achieve “a common standard of achievement for all people and               

all nations.” In this document it is repeatedly stated that “ everyone has the right to etc.”                 39

In a few parts of the document it is explicitly stated that “ everyone has the right to                  

freedom of opinion and expression”. The document also states that no one should be              40

arbitrarily arrested or treated inhumanly. Everyone has the right to adequate living            

standard and if a country is violating its citizens basic human rights than citizens shall               

rebel. Venezuela is not exempted from obeying this laws. In fact, Venezuela is a part of the                 

United Nations and joined the organization 3 years prior to the adoption of the UDHR.               

However, as it has been seen Venezuela has not allowed it citizens to openly express               

themselves without suffering the consequences. venezuela hasn’t provided it citizens with           

38 "World War II in Europe." United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. United States 
Holocaust Memorial Council, 20 June 2014. Web. 10 May 2015. 
39 "The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, UDHR, Declaration of Human Rights, Human Rights 
Declaration, Human Rights Charter, The Un and Human Rights." UN News Center. UN, n.d. Web. 10 May 
2015. <http://www.un.org/en/documents/udhr/>.  
40 "The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, UDHR, Declaration of Human Rights, Human Rights 
Declaration, Human Rights Charter, The Un and Human Rights."  Article 19 



basic living standards. Today lines to get sugar, flour and water are long. The government               

has even issued ration cards. Protesters claim that the Maduro government is becoming a              

dictatorship. In this dictatorship the rich are in power while living standards are mitigating              

everyday. One protesters last year said that these protest aren’t about rich and poor,              

middle and high class, the protest is actually a fight by the people of the country and the                  

oppressive government . These claims are important but it is most important to focus in              41

on the government's response. Since may 2014 the police and military has passed laws to               

be more brutal during protests. Such tactics that have been used is beating people with               

batton unconsciously, even when the protest was an act of civil disobedience. Other tactics              

used have been throwing smoke bombs at citizens, shooting into the crowd as well as               

cornering protesters after they try to leave. The Collectivos have also have gone as far as                

murdering protesters because there are no consequences to their vicious acts.  

One could wonder if Venezuela will ever stop bullying its protestors and will this               

violence against protestors stop? One could wonder who is responsible for enforces the             

Universal Human Rights laws adopted by the UN? Spain recently asked the Venezuelan             

government to stop these acts of violence. Yet, Maduro has openly ignoring UNHRD and              

Spain’s request to stop this. As protest become more frequent and Maduro's government             

becomes more violent when will this end? Despite the UDHR and foreign request will the               

venezuelan people continue to have their  human rights violated under they are murdered.  

Self-censorship is an extremely common tactic used by countries that are violating            

its citizens human rights. An example of a country using such tactics is Guatemala. In the                

41 "Behind the Protests in Caracas: Venezuela Rising." YouTube. 



1980’s Guatemala was in a civil war in which the military took up a plan to cleanse the                  

guatemalan race. The Guatemalan plan, as recognized by the truth commision, was a             

genocide cast against mayan people. This plan involved military battalions traveling           

throughout the country and murdering entire communities. One community that comes to            

mind is Dos Erres in which the military murdered everyone, threw the bodies down the               

town's well, and spared only 3 boys. When the facts of this town massacre were               

discovered, as an attorney mentioned in an interview, the government made an excuse and              

distracted the attorney from pursuing the case. The government told the attorney that the              

bones in the well were actually dog bones. At one point the attorney felt threatened by the                 

government.  In the end, after much  investigation and risk taking the truth was discovered. 

Like Guatemala, Venezuela is also censoring and covering up the truth of the             

protest. The state, since Chavez, has slowly nationalized T.V. news outlets as well as              

newspapers. Although there have been protest in Caracas, for example , everyday the state              

has failed to report any of theses protest. These actions by the government are to most                

likly to cover up the known violence that is happening outside of everyvenezuelan door.In              

fact, the only reason why the world knows about the protest and violence is because of                

foreign news companies.  

Another common tactic that has been used in the past as well as in Venezuela                

today is the use of unofficial government workers like the colectivos to do the              

government's dirty work or threat protesters lives. When Argentina and Chile were under             

a dictatorship the military had normal people dressed as citizens work for the             

government intelligence. The government in chile for example used regular citizens,           



sometimes former opposers to torture and get information about the opposition. Who            

knows if the colectivos aren't doing the same. With the minimal access to news in               

Venezuela whose to say that the government isn’t threatening to kill people who speak              

out? Yes there are public political prisoners who have not been murdered but who knows               

if other who aren’t popular but posses the same opinion aren't being murdered? Who              

knows if people who are interviewed by foreign media companies aren’t afraid to say what               

happening ? Maybe the youth being interview do tell some truth but who knows if they tell                 

the whole truth? 
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